If £ is a diagonable subspace of an associative algebra A over a field * (L is spanned by commuting elements and the linear transformations ad x: a h> x -xa, x 6 L, are simultaneously diagonalizable), then a map X: L-** is said to be a weight of L on an A -module V if the space Vx = (v 6 V: vx ■ X(x)v for all x e L) is nonzero. It is shown that if A is finite dimensional semisimple and the characteristic of $ is zero then the centralizer of L in A is the centralizer of an element x e A if and only if x distinguishes the weights of L on every irreducible .4-module. This theorem can be used to show that for each representative V of an isomorphism class of irreducible A -modules and for each weight A of L on V, the centralizer of L contains the matrix ring Dn¡¡, D = EadA V, nx = dim^ Vx and in fact is the direct sum of all such algebras. If J is a finite dimensional simple reduced Jordan algebra, one can determine precisely those x in J whose centralizer in the universal enveloping algebra of J coincides with the centralizer of a Cartan subalgebra. The simple components of such a centralizer can also be found and in fact are listed for the degree J > 3 case.
0. Introduction. Suppose an associative algebra A with 1 over a field <£> possesses a diagonable subspace L; that is, L is spanned by commuting elements and the linear transformations ad x: av-*ax -xa for x E L are simultaneously diagonalizable. Then a map X: L -»• cp (necessarily linear) is a weight of L on an A -module V and V is X-weighted, if the weight space Vx = {v G V: vx = X(x)v for all x E L) is nonzero. If H is a Cartan subalgebra of a finite dimensional simple Lie or Jordan algebra, then considered as a subspace of the universal enveloping algebra, H is diagonable and in the Lie case, our definition of weighted U(L)-module is equivalent to the classical definition of weighted L-module. The significance of the weighted representations of A lies in the fact that for each fixed linear functional X: L -> d>, there is a one-one correspondence between the isomorphism classes of X-weighted irreducible representations of A and those of the subalgebra C(L) = {a E A: ax = xa for ail x E L), the centralizer of L in A. It is known that if A is semisimple so is C (L), and in the presence of a finiteness condition such as finite dimensionality, C(L) is actually the centralizer C(x) of some x in L (provided $ is infinite). In this paper we show that if A is finite dimensional semisimple over $ of characteristic 0 and all irreducible A -modules are weighted, then the x's for which C(L) = C(x) are precisely those x's which distinguish the weights of L on every irreducible .4-module. The structure of C(L), moreover, can be completely determined from the knowledge of the weights of L on the irreducible modules of A, and the corresponding weight spaces. If / is a finite dimensional simple reduced Jordan algebra, then the weight theory of / is known, and so we are able to list the simple components of the centralizer of a Cartan subalgebra of J in its universal enveloping algebra. We refer the reader to [1] , [2] for further information about the ideas we have discussed in this paragraph.
1. Centralizers in semisimple algebras. If A is an algebra over $, we call an element x E A diagonable if $x is a diagonable subspace of A, equivalently, ad x is a diagonalizable linear transformation of A.
1.1. Proposition. Let A be a simple finite dimensional algebra over its centre F. Then any F-linear combination of orthogonal idempotents of A is diagonable. The converse holds in characteristic 0, or more generally, for diagonable elements whose minimal polynomial over F has degree less than the characteristic of F.
Proof. If x = 2a,e,, the e¡ orthogonal idempotents which we can assume sum to 1, then any a E A can be written a = 2e,ae, and (efiej) ad x = (a, -a¡)e¡aej, so x is diagonable. Conversely, the minimal polynomial of any element x can be written Wxq?, qx,... ,qs being distinct irreducible monic polynomials, and if x is diagonable, each n¡ = 1 because C(x) is semiprime [1, Theorem 5.4 ]. Using a well-established argument, 1 = 2fà, where ex,... ,es are orthogonal idempotents which commute with x and satisfy q¡(x)e¡ = 0. Thus q¡ is the minimal polynomial of x¡ -xe, which is a diagonable element of e¡Ae¡ because this subalgebra of A is invariant under ad x [1, 2.2] . Now if («)ad x¡ = au for some nonzero u E e¡Ae¡ and a E F, then 0 = uq¡(x¡) = q¡(x¡ + a)u. Since also q¡(x¡)u = 0 and u =£ 0, the polynomials q¡(t) and q¡(t + a) cannot be relatively prime and because they are monic, they are equal. Thus £ + na is a root of q¡ (in some extension field of F) whenever £ is a root, an impossible situation for F of characteristic 0 or greater than deg q¡ unless a -0; i.e. x¡ is in the centre of e¡Ae¡. We can think of A as the ring of endomorphisms of some vector space V finite dimensional over a division ring D, and in this setting it is clear that e¡Ae¡ is just End^Fe,. and hence has centre F, more correctly Fe¡. Thus x¡ = a¡e¡ for some a¡ E F License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and x = xl = 2*e, = "2a¡e¡ as required.
The following corollary is easy.
Corollary.
An element x of any algebra A with 1 can be written x = 2,a,e;, the e¡s orthogonal idempotents summing to 1 and the a^s distinct scalars if and only if the minimal polynomial of x is 11, (1 -a,) . In this case x is diagonable and C(x) = '^iieiAei and so if A = Dn is the ring of endomorphisms of a vector space V finite dimensional over division ring D, then CW=©2^.
«, = dimmer.
Before continuing, we remark that the restrictions on the characteristic of F given in the proposition are absolutely necessary, for in the algebra F2 of 2x2 matrices over a field F of characteristic 2, the element x = (\ ¿) is diagonable. It is easy to check that ad x has eigenvalues 0 and 1, each eigenspace having dimension 2. The one corresponding to 0 has basis (] ¿) and (J ?) and that corresponding to 1, (¿ ¡) and (°x ¿). However, x is not a linear combination of orthogonal idempotents because its minimal polynomial
For finite dimensional algebras over infinite fields, the centralizer of a diagonable subspace L is of the form C(x) if and only if C(x) is minimal (with respect to inclusion) in the set of centralizers of elements of L [I, Theorem 6.2]. While the results that follow hold for infinite fields of suitably big characteristic, for the sake of simplicity we will henceforth assume that all fields have characteristic 0. Proof. Any diagonable element x can be written x = "2,\a,e, where ex,..., e, are orthogonal idempotents with sum 1 and a,,..., a, are distinct scalars. If y is diagonable and C(x) C C(y), then y is in the centre of C(x) = 2e¡Ae¡ and so is of the form;' = 2/V,, /?, G F, since the centre of e¡Ae¡ is Fe¡ (cf. the proof of 1.1). It follows that the roots of py are precisely {/?" ..., /?,}, a set of cardinality at most t = degpx. Thus degp,, < degpx, and furthermore, degp, = degpx if and only if ßx,..., ß, are all different in which case C(y) = Se^e,. = C(x). This remark shows that if the degree of px is maximal in {degp^: y E L), L some diagonable subspace of A, and C(y) C C(x), then degp^ < degp,, forces equality and so C(y) = C(x); i.e. C(x) is minimal. On the other hand if C(x) is minimal, C(x) = C(L) and so C(x) C C(y) and degp,, < degp^ for any y E L. Now let A, F and L be as in the proposition and suppose V is an irreducible weighted A -module. Then V is the direct sum of its weight spaces Vx = {v E V: vx = X(x)v for all x E L). If 0 ¥= v E Vx and x E L, then v(x -X(x)l) = 0 implies that X(x) must be a root of the minimal polynomial px of x. Conversely, since x is diagonable, px splits into distinct linear factors. Thus let a E F be a root of px. There is certainly a nonzero element of A annihilated by x -al and since A is the direct sum of irreducibles, any two irreducible A -modules are isomorphic, and two isomorphic A -modules must have identical weight sets, we can in fact assume that v(x -a 1) = 0 for some nonzero v E V. Decomposing v = 2xeAuA relative to the set A of weights on V, we have a2xvx = av = vx = ~2xX(x)vx. Now for any y E L, the vx's are eigenvectors for each of the linear transformations 7^,: uv+uy of V and because F is infinite and each X E A is a linear functional on L, for some y E L the corresponding eigenvalues [X(y): X E A} are distinct. It follows immediately from "2x(a -X(x))vx = 0 that a = X(x) (for at least one X). Consequently, px(t) = II(r -X(x)), the product being taken over the set (X(x): X E A). In particular, degp^ < |A| with equality achieved exactly for those x which distinguish the weights of A. For such an x, we have x = 2\eAX(x)ex, {ex: X E A} a set of orthogonal idempotents with sum 1, and Vx c Vex tor any Aq E A. To see this, let v E Vx and observe that "2,xX0(x)vex = A0(x)t> = vx = "2xX(x)vex (because v = vl = 2AueA of course). Since V -2x Vex is a direct sum and X(x) ^ X0(x) unless X = X0, vex = 0 for X ¥* X0 and v = vex E Vex. It now follows from the directness of 2A Vex again that in fact we have Vx = Vex for all X E A. and so x distinguishes the weights of L on every irreducible A -module as claimed. To see why (1) is true, note that if p is a weight of Lv on V, then v"viy) -rí(irviy))v f°r some nonzero v E V and all y E L. But for y EL, vityiy) = vy and thus the map X: L -» O defined by X(>>) = píir^í^)) is a weight of L on K whose value at x is the value of p at xv. Conversely, given a weight X G Ap, vy = X(y)v for some nonzero v E V and all )»6l. Again t?y = V7ty(y) and p: LK -» $ defined by p(iry(y)) = X(y) is well defined because «^O and a weight of Lv on V whose value at xv is the value of X at x. Now (1) also says that if x distinguishes the weights of L on each V G ÜJ?, then xv distinguishes the weights of Lv on V and so C(LV) = C(x^). Hence C(L) = ©S^C^r) = ©2C(xy) = C(x). For the last statement of the theorem, we know that C(LV) = ©S^oAt, where fl is the set of weights of Lv on V and «M = dim0 KM, Z) = End^ K. But clearly D = Dv and the proof of (1) showed that ñ is in one-one correspondence with Av in such a way that corresponding weight spaces are identical and most surely therefore have the same dimension. The proof is now complete.
2. Applications to Jordan algebras. In this section we assume that / is a finite dimensional simple reduced Jordan algebra of degree n over a field $ of characteristic different from 2 (see [3, pp. 197-203] for the definition, properties and classification of these algebras). Then / possesses a Cartan subalgebra H = Sf^e, where the e¡ are orthogonal idempotents with sum 1. The universal enveloping algebra U(J) of J is a semisimple associative algebra of finite dimension which contains J in such a way that H is a diagonable subspace [1] . The significance of the universal enveloping algebra lies in the fact that any irreducible uni tal module of U(J) is an irreducible /-bimodule (and conversely), the identification being such that vh -X(h)v, h G H, v in a /-bimodule V, if and only if the same equation holds in the unital t7(/)-module V. In other words, V is an irreducible /-bimodule with weight X if and only if V is an irreducible i/(/)-module with weight X, and the weight spaces of V are well defined regardless of whether one is thinking of F as a /-bimodule or (7(/)-module. Recently, a detailed study of the weights on /-bimodules has been completed [2] . It turns out that every irreducible /-bimodule (and hence ¿7(/)-module) is weighted and has weight set one of {?" ..., £,}, {X(>, i, j = 1,..., n) and {X,., X^-: /, / -1,..., n) where t¡(ek) = \8¡k, X, = 2f,, Xy = £,. + f,. Any weight is a linear functional on 77 so these equations define \¡, X¡ and X,-, completely. .., n, are distinct. This condition is equivalent to the one stated above.
One of the motivating factors behind the study of any universal envelope is its role as universal object for the representations of the underlying algebra. For any given subclass of representations, it is reasonable to expect a more suitable universal object, of smaller dimension and simpler structure. The major result of [1] states that the centralizer of a diagonable subspace of an algebra is a universal object for the X-weighted irreducible representations. In the present context, the centralizer of 77 in U(J) is universal for the X-weighted irreducible representations of J. Jacobson determines the representations of various Jordan algebras in [3] and uses these to give the structure of U(J). In an analogous way, our Theorem 1.4 allows the ready determination of the structure of C(H), the direct calculation of which seems rather complicated, because the weight spaces of each irreducible /-bimodule which is unital appear in [2], while the weight spaces of the remaining ones can easily be found. It is interesting to see an example of just how simple a universal object for a restricted class of representations can be.
The case where J has degree 2 is not particularly illuminating: it is already known that C(H) is a direct sum of matrix rings over division rings and our theorem gives the sizes and number of these rings as rather complex functions of the dimension of J. For n > 3 however, the matrix rings are small, of size independent of n, and in one case they are even all 1 x 1 over d>. Thus as our final result we state: 2.2. Theorem. Let J = ¿p(2)", /Y) be a Jordan matrix algebra with entries in a composition algebra 25 over $ and H = "Z"^e¡¡, ey denoting the usual matrix units <?/25". Then the centralizer of H in U(J) is the direct sum of
